Short Form Order
NEW YORK SUPREME COURT - QUEENS COUNTY
Present: HONORABLE

IA Part

ORIN R. KITZES
Justice

In the Matter of the Application
of IOANNIS VAGIANDERIS, etc.

x
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The following papers numbered 1 to
20
read on these motion by
the
defendants,
pursuant
to
CPLR
3211,
to
dismiss
the
petitioner-plaintiff’s combined petition and complaint.
Papers
Numbered
Notices of Motion - Affidavits - Exhibits........
Answering Affidavits - Exhibits..................
Reply Affidavits.................................
Other............................................

1-6
7-14
15-17
18-20

Upon the foregoing papers it is ordered that the motion is
determined as follows:
This is a hybrid proceeding for judicial dissolution of
Kalamaki Taverna, Inc., a closely held corporation, and an action
for relief against individual defendants Joanna Loiselle and
Dianna Loiselle for conversion, defamation, an accounting, and
other damages arising from their alleged conduct and activities
while running the corporation in the absence of Aristotelis
Vagianderis (now deceased) during a period of illness. Prior to
his death, Vagianderis was a 50% shareholder in the corporation.
Defendant Joanna Loiselle was the owner of the corporation’s
remaining 50% interest. Defendant Dianna Loiselle is an alleged
employee of the corporation.
Defendants Loiselle seek dismissal of this case in its
entirety.
They claim that this proceeding is rendered moot by

Vagianderis’ death and defendant Joanna Loiselle’s election to
purchase Vagianderis’ interest on behalf of the corporation and
continue the business. Although their notice of motion seeks other
relief, the defendants do not submit any arguments or evidence to
support their additional requests for relief.
In opposition,
petitioner Estate of Vagianderis contends that the motion is
meritless and should be denied.
That branch of the defendants’ motion which seeks dismissal of
the claims for judicial dissolution of the corporation is granted
based upon an order of this court, dated October 14, 2008, in the
action entitled Joanna (a/k/a Nana) Loiselle, etc., et al. v
Ioannis (a/k/a John) Vagianderis, etc., bearing Queens County index
No. 2778/08, which awarded Joanna Loiselle summary judgment on her
cause of action for a mandatory buy-out of the decedent’s interest
in the corporation pursuant to the terms of the corporation’s
shareholder’s agreement. Under the circumstances presented in that
action, it was determined that the corporation’s right to purchase
the decedent’s interest in the corporation and continue the
corporation’s
business
supercedes
the
claim
for
judicial
dissolution. Thus, the claims for a judicial dissolution of the
corporation were rendered moot by that determination and are hereby
dismissed.
Since the defendants have not demonstrated herein that
dismissal of the estate’s remaining claims is warranted, the
remaining branches of the motion are denied.
Dated: October 16, 2008
J.S.C.
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